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No Compromises
Exclusive Interview with Georgijs Osokins, a finalist at the 2015 Fryderyk Chopin International Piano Competition
By Bożena U. Zaremba
Critics have called you “exceptional,” “unpredictable,” and “original.” Do you identify
with these adjectives?
I do agree with the word “unpredictable.” For me it is a compliment, because every time I play,
I try to play differently. I think this is overtly the right approach, especially while interpreting
Chopin’s music. Chopin himself played like that when he performed. One of his students even
remembered that Chopin told him to play exactly like him, but the master’s interpretation
changed every time he performed.
How do you find a balance between having your own voice and being true to the composer’s intentions?
It is very difficult and subjective for every musician, not only a pianist. I believe that when we
play, we naturally express ourselves. We play through the prism of our personality, so naturally
every interpretation is different. As a pianist you build your own concept of a particular piece
and then present your interpretation to the audience. Some might say that I show my personality too much, but especially with Chopin, who is so close to my heart, it is important to share
my vision. For me there are no compromises here.
Some people considered your renditions at the competition too unorthodox.
This, again, is actually a compliment. If your playing is seen as controversial, it is the right way
to go. All great musicians, including pianists, must be controversial and must take risks. I know
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Chopin Society of Atlanta has grown a cult following among local piano mavens.
– Pierre Ruhe, Atlanta Journal-Constitution, November 2007
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Sergei Babayan’s piano recital
October 18, 2015
Roswell Cultural Arts Center

Photo: Agnieszka Sulewska

quite nerve-wracking. I knew that if they
accepted my way of interpreting Chopin
some people—not only the jury mem- at that point, I could go very far.
bers, but critics and audience—loved
me; some hated me. And for me it is the The press noted the extensive coverbest. In the final stage, when all the pia- age of the competition on social menists were very good, it was hard to de- dia. What do you think about this faircide who’s the best, and with Chopin’s ly new method of disseminating informusic, there is no best pianist anyway, mation?
no best interpretation. They are just dif- I am not a pianist who loves attention on
ferent. The finalists were all very talented social media. I just don’t like publicity. I
young pianists. Maybe you can say that don’t even have a Facebook or other
this time, this pianist played better, was social media account. This exhibitionism
more stable or consistent. But this is not is a bit disturbing for me. I want to cona sport; this is art, and art has its own centrate on music, sometimes even isonature. For example, it is impossible to late myself from the outside world. I think
compare the paintings of Salvador Dali being reserved is good for an artist; it’s
with Rembrandt’s. They are just different. good for his music. But you have to deal
with it. On the other hand, every possible
Did you ever imagine you would get recording, made throughout the history,
so far in the Chopin competition?
can now be so easily accessed. And it
While playing during the different stages, influences peoples’ perception. Now you
the word “competition” did not exist in my can form an opinion about a pianist after
mind. Every time I played, I tried to feel listening to his or her on YouTube for
the energy of the concert hall, and I only 30 seconds.
played for the audience. It was just as if I
was playing the first, second and third How did you prepare yourself to the
recital. An atmosphere of competitive- competition?
ness is the most evil thing for art, as I prepared quite extensively because if
Glenn Gould said. So I completely ab- you have a competition which happens
stracted myself from the competition. only once every five years and which is
While playing, I was far away. For me the very unique, and then you have to premost important stage was the first one, in pare compositions by only one composOctober [2015]. Playing in the legendary er, which is also very rare, you need to
concert hall, in front of the most admired start working on it quite in advance. So
musicians and pianists in the jury, was my preparations lasted for at least three
Exclusive Interview—Continued from page 1
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years. During the last year before the
competition, I played only Chopin. I believe you need to immerse yourself into
his world and forget about everything
else. Really. And I think it worked. It’s
like famous movie directors, like genius
directors whom I admire, such as Andrei
Tarkovsky, who would work on one movie for a very long time. I adopted the
same strategy. When you have something very important, you just need to
close your eyes to everything else.
You also spent a lot of time studying
Chopin’s life and his era. What did
you find inspiring about the composer’s life?
There are several things that I found fascinating. I think he reached a high level
of maturity, not only as a composer but
also as a human being, enormously early. Through his life experiences, he was
already an old man in his early twenties.
And at that age, his compositions were
so difficult and his music language so
sophisticated. He lived quite a tragic life;
he left his country at a terrible time, and
this had a tremendous influence on his
music. Every pianist needs to be aware
of this. You also have to know Poland,
the Polish people, and Polish folklore to
understand what Chopin wanted to convey in his music. Then we need to remember that while writing this wonderful
music, he was ill. He must have been
Continued on page 4
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Tribute to Dr. Elżbieta Grażyna Gürtler-Krawczyńska and Dr. Krzysztof Krawczyński
We are deeply saddened by the untimely loss of the Chopin Society of Atlanta’s
dearest friends, Drs. Krzysztof and Elżbieta Krawczyński, who died in a senseless
car crash on Thursday, January 28, 2016. The ever energetic, hardworking and resourceful Dr. Elżbieta Krawczyńska was a member of the CSA’s Board of Directors,
as well as a tireless promoter of music, art and culture in metro Atlanta. She and her
husband, Dr. Krzysztof Krawczyński, supported us enthusiastically with their hearts
and time, never asking for anything in return. They gained universal respect for their
knowledge, kindness, and magnanimity.
Elżbieta Gürtler-Krawczyńska MD, PhD was a Professor Emeritus of Radiology
at Emory University, Atlanta, and former member of the faculty of the Nuclear Cardiology Division of Emory Medical School. Before immigrating to the U.S. in 1984, she
had been Deputy Head of the Cardiology Department, Institute of Cardiology in WarPhoto: Pawel Loj
saw, Poland. To the Polish community, however, she was the heart and soul of everything Polish. Before she joined the CSA board in 2000, she had been one of the founders and board member of the Polish
Club of Atlanta. She organized art exhibitions, movie presentations, concerts and other cultural events. She was also a founder of the Polish Apostolate Council in Archdiocese of Atlanta. Whatever she did, she did it with enormous energy and dedication, inspiring others to follow in her footsteps. In 2013, she received a Medal of Recognition for her excellent service to the
Polish Catholic community in the Archdiocese of Atlanta. In 2007, she received a Civic Achievement Award from the Polish
American Historical Association. Not many people knew that she was a survivor of the Siberian exile during World War II, was
a member of the Kresy-Siberia Foundation and the recipient of the Siberian Cross, a medal conferred upon people repressed
during World War II. In Mrs. Krawczyńska, our community lost a courageous leader with a vision and a heart to serve others.
Her love and passion for cultivating Polish culture, traditions and the arts were contagious. She left a piece of her in our
hearts, and it is our honor and obligation to continue her legacy for generations to come.
Krzysztof Z. Krawczyński MD, PhD was part of the team that discovered the Hepatitis C virus and was an international expert on the subject. He worked at the Centers for Disease Control for more than 30 years, and his scientific papers were
published in academic and professional journals around the world. He was very well known and respected in the professional
community, but we remember him as a charming gentleman with a sharp but kind sense of humor. He was always by his
wife’s side, always supporting her initiatives with patience and a smile. Just a few years ago, they celebrated their 50th we dding anniversary with friends and family members, who came from all corners of the world to honor their devotion to each other and their family.
We are heartbroken. The loss of their presence, their wisdom, guidance and friendship is devastating. We will miss them tremendously and will forever love them. The couple are survived by their only daughter, their son-in-law and two granddaughters. Please keep them all in your prayers.
Chopin Society of Atlanta has established a fund in honor of Drs. Krzysztof and Elżbieta Krawczyński to support young artists.
Please visit our website at www.chopinatlanta.org for updates regarding this fund.

Evening with Chopin Gala

Brenda Guzman

November 15, 2015
Country Club of the South

(1st Prize high school )
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very strong in spirit. I admire him for
that.

Piano recital by
Gulnara Fatykhova
Elodie Vignon
Nikolai Saratovsky
February 27, 2016
Johns Creek UMC

Photo: Agnieszka Sulewska

What do you admire about his music?
I feel an emotional connection to his music. It is very special to me, though I cannot say I like every single piece. I think
that no pianist who wants to be honest
would say that he or she likes all works
of a particular composer. In terms of
Chopin, his pieces are so individual, so
special and unique. What I love about
Chopin is that there is so much symbolism in his music, even more than in
Bach, whom Chopin admired. For example, Chopin often used the symbol of a
cross, which is very important in the development of Polonaise-Fantasie [in Aflat major, Op. 61], but he also built his
own system of symbols, not so visible
and obvious. His language overall is
difficult and complex, and his compositions, especially late ones, are extremely
well structured, like Beethoven’s. He
never has problems with structure
(unlike Schumann or Liszt, for example,
who did have such problems). In what I
call “architecture” or “tectonics,” he was
simply a genius. His every piece is like
gold, is so perfect. This is very unique.
His language is very interesting in developing the tonality and musical motifs.
And then the melody connection is just
wonderful. On top of that there is so
much freedom in his music. It is all
breathtaking.

very natural for me. I have also composed some small pieces for movies and
documentaries, and some just for myself.
I think that every pianist should compose
and should be able to improvise. Last
year I also started conducting. It influences the way you play. I think that a
musician should be able to do everything
and develop all aspects of music. Listening to some pieces for choir, for example,
helped me understand Chopin better,
and the vocal nature of his music in particular.
Where do you see yourself 20 or 30
years from now?
We pianists must be grateful because we
achieve the highest level of playing late
in life, when we are around 50 years old.
The career of ballet dancers, for example, is so quick, so ephemeral. A ballet
dancer is like a butterfly, while some genius pianists are at their best even in
their 70s or even 80s. Look at Horowitz
or Rachmaninoff. I hope my life will give
me strength to develop musically.
Tell us something about your interests outside of music.
My inspirations come from different genres of art. I like literature, visual arts and
movies. I build my own conception for
every musical piece through the use of
my imagination, which I feed with my
fantasies inspired by books and great
paintings. I am also passionate about
sport and am an avid tennis player. I
started playing early, and at 12 I played
competitively, even internationally. Now I
only do it recreationally. Tennis is good
for your muscles, and your spine (if you
do it right). It is my favorite sport also
because, just like on stage, you are completely on your own. You need to think
about your strategy, and you often have
to overcome your weaknesses and find
your path. Everyone has good days and
bad days, and you need to learn how to
make adjustments—mentally, physically
and emotionally. I think that tennis
helped me develop these skills. I agree
with a saying that the pianist’s stage is
the loneliest place on earth. You are in
your own world, with your imagination,
with no help, no compass. And I believe
it must be so. ♫

You come from a family full of professional musicians. Did you ever want
to be someone else?
I really had no choice, but not in a negative way. I basically grew up under a
piano. My parents had a small apartment with a German grand piano. My
mother, my father and my brother all
played this piano all day long. Music was
my life, and it was natural for me to become a pianist. At the age of four or five,
I started to play, and it came very easily.
What is important is that I started to play
in public early. These were small concerts, but I instantly felt comfortable on
stage. I can’t say that I am not nervous,
but because I started performing at an
early age, I feel comfortable. This whole
process of becoming a musician was Photo of Georgijs Osokins by Wojciech Grzędziński

Johns Creek Center for the Arts & Design
10700 State Bridge Road
Suite 12
Johns Creek, GA 30022
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Please consider making
a tax-deductible donation
to the Chopin Society of Atlanta.
Visit our website at www.chopinatlanta.org
for more details.

